Go abroad and develop yourself with Abroad Consulting in Thessaloniki!
Friendly, beautiful and with a wealth of
cultural attractions, we present you
Thessaloniki! The city is located on the
Aegean Sea and profits from a mild climate,
which people have been enjoying since
around 315 BC (!), when the city was
founded. Rich with cultural and historical
highlights, you definitely don´t want to miss
a visit to the White Tower and the
Archaeological Museum of Thessaloniki. But
also more unusual sights are worth a visit,
such as the Ruins of Rentina or the Train
Cementary. And when you just want to
relax, many beaches can be found around
the city (try Agia Triada beach and Epanomi
beach). Or explore the world of delicious
Greek food on Thessaloniki's food markets!
But Thessaloniki is also Greece's second
major economic, industrial, commercial and
political center and a major transportation
hub for Greece and southeastern Europe,
especially through the Port of Thessaloniki.

Abroad Consulting also arranges a place to
stay for students and their teachers/ tutors.
We are in good contact with various guest
families, youth hostels and apartments and
will always find a fitting solution for your
stay in Thessaloniki together with our
partners.
Our Abroad Consulting team gained its
competency working in the Erasmus+ field
of student mobility over the last 8 years and
is your stable partner for student mobilities!
Do you want to visit Thessaloniki or any
other city with us? Please contact our
team by phone or email: +49 30
60275836 / info@abroadconsulting.eu*

Interested in visiting Thessaloniki? Abroad
Consulting can organize your tailored study
trip to Thessaloniki based on Erasmus+
scholarships.
Thessaloniki´s White Tower directly at the seaside

In Thessaloniki* we offer…
o

o
o

o

internships in various business areas,
such as administration, marketing,
restaurants, hotels, kindergartens..
language courses for groups in small,
closed courses
job shadowing - we visit companies
in small groups to follow the daily
routine of the company
language courses in combination with
job shadowing/ internships.
Enjoy the sun at one of the surrounding beaches

*And in many other cities we are active in (discover them on www.abroadconsulting.eu)!

*We speak English, German, Italian, Spanish and Turkish, please contact us in the language most comfortable to you!

